RAILROADS
File Geodatabase Feature Class

Summary
This dataset represents railroads in Nevada both Active and Historic.

Description
This dataset was created to show the current railroad condition for analysis purposes and the historic network for the purpose of preserving Nevada's rail history and for mapping purposes.

Credits
This data is derived from various map and imagery sources. Source credit can go to the USGS, the University of Nevada Reno Library, Myricks Railroad of Nevada and Eastern California and the Nevada Nuclear Project Office. Thanks to the USGS and the Southern Nevada Water Authority for imagery sources. All compilation and interpretation was performed by Nevada DOT.

Use limitations
Data for use as is. NDOT, while trying to be as current as possible for its own purposes, is not responsible for the operation of any railroads in Nevada. If you have any questions about railroads or doubts about this data you should refer them the the appropriate railroad company. This dataset was compiled on the (NDOT) computer system at headquarters in Carson City, NV. The data can be used for mapping and data purposes only. No liability is assumed for the current accuracy or utility of the data on any system or for general, scientific purposes. Requestor agrees to assure and hold harmless the Nevada Department of Transportation, their agents, consultants, contractors and employees from any and all liability claims or damages to any person arise from or connected with the use of the data obtained in the GIS.

Date this data was last extraced from the master GIS dataset and posted on NDOT website 3/20/2019